
Year 6:   Autumn  1 

Part 3: 

Bridging project 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/  

Share read Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone. Learn about potions and how solutions can create some 

unusual effects.  

Try a colour changing experiment e.g. Sprinkle sodium carbonate to coat the bottom of a drinking glass. Fill a 

second glass halfway full of water. Add ~10 drops phenolphthalein indicator solution to the water. To change water, 

pour the water with indicator into the glass that contains the sodium carbonate.  

Stir the contents to mix the sodium carbonate, and the water will change from clear to red. If you like, you can use a 

straw to blow air into the red liquid to change it back to clear. Identify the variables and create a fair test. 

https://www.thoughtco.com/color-change-chemistry-experiments-606187   

Try some more colour changing experiments. Write up the results.  

Write a fact file/section of an information book. 

 

Part 4:   

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/  

Share read about Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone. Learn about potions. https://www.tes.com/teaching-

resource/harry-potter-potions-activities-and-experiments-11427732  

Follow some experiments with potions. Identify the variables, test the results.  

Write a fact file/section of an information book. 

 

Part 5: 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/  

Share read Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone. Learn some fun experiments where the children have to 

identify the variables, control most variables and identify the variable they are going to test .  

Try this experiment with hydrogen peroxide: 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=alchemy+experiments+for+kids&view=detail&mid=6D16B16DB9516BA134

396D16B16DB9516BA13439&FORM=VIRE     

https://www.thoughtco.com/make-sodium-carbonate-from-sodium-bicarbonate-608266
https://www.thoughtco.com/color-change-chemistry-experiments-606187
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/harry-potter-potions-activities-and-experiments-11427732
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/harry-potter-potions-activities-and-experiments-11427732
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=alchemy+experiments+for+kids&view=detail&mid=6D16B16DB9516BA134396D16B16DB9516BA13439&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=alchemy+experiments+for+kids&view=detail&mid=6D16B16DB9516BA134396D16B16DB9516BA13439&FORM=VIRE


And this one; 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=alchemy+experiments+for+kids&&view=detail&mid=B187FE36C7C9028F8

B55B187FE36C7C9028F8B55&&FORM=VDRVRV     

Write up the results. Write a factual account/lab report. 

 

Part 6: 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/  

Share read Harry Potter and the philosopher’s stone.  

Learn why and how an egg can be sucked into a bottle: https://www.homesciencetools.com/article/egg-in-bottle-

project/    

Identify variables to be controlled and which ones to be tested in this experiment: 

https://sciencebob.com/category/experiments/   

Write a factual account/lab report. 

 

 

 

Year 6:   Autumn  1 

Link 1:  know how to complete a classification branching tree 

Share read ‘Fantastic Fungi’ by Heather Hammonds 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/  

Learn fun facts about living things e.g. pears, peaches and apricots are members of the rose family; peanuts are 

beans; bananas are herbs; 1g of soil has about 40 million bacteria; a prairie dog is a type of squirrel.  

Revise branching trees and classification. Use the whole class to demonstrate a branching tree.  

Create a branching tree with living things at the top and discuss what comes next e.g. animal, plant, mineral?   

Then the next layer down sub dividing animals into vertebrates and non etc.   

Use some of the Harry Potter animals/monsters to fit into a category.  

Divide pictures of some known and some unusual animals into the branching diagram to classify e.g. Koala, Ocelot, 

coral.  

Write up their findings form their classification and why they have chosen the sub categories.   

Write a factual account. 

 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=alchemy+experiments+for+kids&&view=detail&mid=B187FE36C7C9028F8B55B187FE36C7C9028F8B55&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=alchemy+experiments+for+kids&&view=detail&mid=B187FE36C7C9028F8B55B187FE36C7C9028F8B55&&FORM=VDRVRV
https://www.homesciencetools.com/article/egg-in-bottle-project/
https://www.homesciencetools.com/article/egg-in-bottle-project/
https://sciencebob.com/category/experiments/


Link 2:  know the characteristics of fungi 

Share read ‘Fantastic Fungi’ by Heather Hammonds 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/  

Revise classification. 

Learn that fungi are one of the classes of living things.  

Understand that plants create their own food through photosynthesis.  

Understand the function of the different parts of a fungus and the role they play in breaking down plant and animal 

material.  

Watch a time lapse footage of fungi growing. Understand that they can grow in different places.  

Cut up and observe through magnifiers and microscopes different fungi.  

Explain that they are not plants because they do not make their own food.  

Learn about some fun facts about fungi.  

Write up what they have found out. Write a factual account. 

 

Link 3:  know how bacteria multiply 

Share read ‘Fantastic Fungi’ by Heather Hammonds 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/  

Revise germs and microbes. 

Learn about bacteria. Look at close-ups of bacteria growing. Understand that most bacteria is good for us and helps 

us digest food etc.  

Learn about coughs and sneezes spreading diseases 

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/films/1945to1951/filmpage_cas.htm   

Look at images and clips of compost and how bacteria break down compost over time. Look at time-lapse footage 

of something decomposing and growing mould. Explain why this happens.  

Write an explanation s to why bacteria is good for us.  

Write a factual account/lab report. 

 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know the function of leaves  

http://www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/films/1945to1951/filmpage_cas.htm


Share read ‘Fantastic Fungi’ by Heather Hammonds 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/  

Revise germs and microbes 

Learn about leaves and the role they play in plants and trees.  

Look in detail at the parts of a leaf e.g. vein, lobe.  

Create a decision tree to identify where the leaves have come from. 

http://herbarium.desu.edu/pfk/page25/page26/page27/page27.html   

Devise different tests and experiments with the leaves  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV9FOWleErA  asking 

questions themselves identifying, controlling and testing the variables e.g. does it react to vinegar, can we 

evaporate the water out of it?  

Write up their results.  

Write a factual account/lab report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://herbarium.desu.edu/pfk/page25/page26/page27/page27.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XV9FOWleErA


Year 6:   Autumn  2 

Link 1:  know the function of the heart and circulatory system 

Share read ‘Understanding our organs’ by Lucy Beevor 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 

Revise parts of the body and the skeleton and muscles.  

Learn some fun facts about the human body e.g. the heart beats about 3 billion times in a person’s lifetime; your 

circulatory system can orbit the Earth 2 and a half times; the stomach can hold 4.5 litres of water.  

Demonstrate the circulatory system with children acting as blood carriers to and from the heart to different parts of 

a hall-sized body. Understand that the heart pumps blood around the whole body and postulate what would 

happen to a leg if it did not get blood.   

Watch an X-ray, video clip of circulator system.  

Learn the role and function of the heart, veins and arteries.  

Write about the function shape, location of the heart.  

Write a section a reference book.  

 

Link 2:  know how to test and measure pulse rates 

Share read ‘Understanding our organs’ by Lucy Beevor 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 

Revise parts of the body and the skeleton and muscles. Revise the heart and circulatory system.  

Understand the idea of a pulse rate and what this is measuring. Identify different places where they can feel their 

pulses. With their heads on their tables can they ‘hear’ their hearts?  

Create a fair test to test pulse rates in different positions and exercises. Identify the variables that will be controlled 

and those that will be tested.  

Measure results accurately. Learn how to create a scientific table and graph and diagram correctly and how they are 

labelled and named.  

Draw conclusions from their patterns. Identify rogue data and understand that scientists often re-test to check 

results. Repeat the tests to see if the results are similar or different.  

Write a section a reference book. 

 

 



Link 3:  know the function and characteristics of the lungs 

Share read ‘Understanding our organs’ by Lucy Beevor 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 

Revise parts of the body and the skeleton and muscles. Revise the heart and circulatory system.  

Learn about the role and the function of lungs. Observe diagrams and clips of lungs.  

Devise a fair lung capacity test e.g. blowing water up into a tube and measuring where it ends. Create a test with 

identified and controlled variables and variables to be tested.  

Try testing after different activities to see if there is a difference. Re-test to make sure the data is secure and 

reliable.  

Write up their results drawing conclusions.  

Draw conclusions from different sets of results with rogue readings. Write a section a reference book. 

 

 

Link 4:  know the effect of smoking on the body 

Share read ‘Understanding our organs’ by Lucy Beevor 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 

Revise parts of the body and the skeleton and muscles. Revise the heart and circulatory system.  

Learn about the effects of smoking on lungs and hearts. Identify the poisons in a cigarette, Show clips and images of 

health and diseased lungs.  

Look at an X-ray of what happens after inhaling.  

Understand that some drugs are legal and some are illegal but all drugs affect the body in different ways.  

Write up what smoking does to the body. Write a section a reference book. 

 

 

Link 5:  know the impact of different vitamins on the body 

Share read ‘Understanding our organs’ by Lucy Beevor 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 



Revise parts of the body and the skeleton and muscles. Revise the heart and circulatory system.  

Learn about scurvy and rickets. Learn about why sailors were sometimes called ‘limeys’.  

Understand that some vitamins and minerals are good for us.  

Learn about vitamin C, D, B and where we can find them.  

Understand that some foods have more vitamin C than others e.g. red onions have lots.  

http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-biology/measuring-vitamin-c-content-foods-and-fruit-juices   

Devise a fair test to find out how much vitamin C there is in drinks identify and control some variables and test 

others.  

Look at patterns in data. Identify where data may be wrong.  

Understand the idea of checking.  

Write up their results. Write a section a reference book. 

 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about nutrients and nutrition 

Share read ‘Understanding our organs’ by Lucy Beevor 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 

Revise parts of the body and the skeleton and muscles. Revise the heart and circulatory system.  

Learn about John Boyd Orr. Learn about nutrients and nutrition. 

Learn about his work. Use his results to draw graphs scientifically. Use his results to draw conclusions.  

Plot the graphs as line graphs and block graphs and identify that some graphs are better than others in showing us 

information.  

Write up an explanation of different scientific results and what it says.  

Learn how to draw conclusions from data. Write a section a reference book. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nuffieldfoundation.org/practical-biology/measuring-vitamin-c-content-foods-and-fruit-juices


Year 6:   Spring  1 

Link 1:  know about the theory of evolution 

Share read ‘Galapagos Islands’ by Clive Gifford  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 

Revise what they know about Charles Darwin. http://www.bbc.co.uk/timelines/zq8gcdm   

Learn some fun facts about animals e.g. Meercats have dark eyes which act like sunglasses; the blue whale can 

produce the loudest animal sound; snakes can see through their eyelids.  

Revise Darwin’s theory of evolution by look at how humans have evolved from apes and how different animals 

evolved e.g. reptiles into birds; fish into amphibians.  

Learn about cross-over animals e.g. fish with feet, reptiles with feathers.  

Learn about the Galapagos islands.  

Write about how animals have evolved.  

Write a biography.  

 

Link 2:  know that genes are handed down from our parents 

Share read ‘Galapagos Islands’ by Clive Gifford  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 

Revise what they know about Charles Darwin. 

Learn about how we are similar but different to other humans.  

Look at famous people and their children to see, from the child, they can guess who their parents are. Understand 

this is because genes and heritage has been handed down from parents.  

Trace history back to theories of the original human ie an African woman nicknamed Lucy.  

Learn about the origins of mankind.   

Write a biography. 

 

Link 3:  know how animals and plants adapt to their environments 

Share read ‘Galapagos Islands’ by Clive Gifford  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/timelines/zq8gcdm


carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 

Learn about Jane Goodall.  

Learn about how animals have adapted in looks and behaviour to their environment.  

Link animals and plants to habitat e.g. fern, cactus, iguana, snow leopard.  

Learn about the animals and plants on Madagascar and its unique environment.  

Learn about the predator – prey relationship and understand how and why the dodo became extinct.  

Learn about and research other extinct animals and how they became extinct e.g. black rhino, white dolphin, 

Tasmanian tiger.  

Understand why people say evolve or die.  

Write about extinctions and why they have happened and what humans can do to help.  

Write a biography. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know about natural selection 

Share read ‘Galapagos Islands’ by Clive Gifford  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi 

Learb about Alexander Van Humbolt.  

Use chip sticks and tweezers to replicate picking up bird seed.  

Create a fair test, testing variables and recording data to draw conclusions about which is most efficient, link this to 

the size of bird beaks.  

Understand that through natural selection and evolution birds have changed their features.  

Write about natural selection.   

Write a biography. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:   Spring  2 

Link 1:  know how to control a variable in an experiment and draw conclusions from the data 

Share read ‘Light and sound’ by  Anna Claybourne 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Learn about Ibn Al-Haytham (965 – 1040).  

Learn some fun facts about light e.g. insects can see ultra violet light; light travels 1000 times faster than sound; 

sunlight reaches a depth of 80metres in the ocean.  

Revise what they already know about light i.e. it can travel in straight lines, it travels into our eyes so that we can 

see etc.  

Show images of search lights in World War 2 and images and clips of beams of light.  

Revise why shadows are formed and link this to light passing in a straight line.  

Devise an experiment to test shadows controlling and testing a variable e.g. testing the distance between the light 

and the object; the distance between the object and the wall/screen; the amount of light, the width of object etc. 

Record results. 

Look at results from an existing test and spot the rogue data.  

Draw scientific graphs and tables form data and draw conclusions.  

Learn how to spot rogue data in test results and how to draw conclusions from data.  

Write about how shadows are formed in a journalistic report.  

 

Link 2:  know about how rays of light act 

Share read ‘Light and sound’ by Anna Claybourne 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Revise Ibn Al-Haytham (965 – 1040).  

Learn about Euclid.  

Learn about the geometry of beams of light bouncing off a wall.  

Learn about the ray, the angle of incidence, the angle of reflection and the reflected ray.  

Understand the moon gives us a reflected ray from the sun.  

Devise and carry out a test, controlling and testing variables, in testing the angles of reflection from beams of light. 

Learn how to spot rogue data in test results and how to draw conclusions from data.  



Write up the results in a journalistic report. 

 

Link 3:  know about why people need to wear glasses 

Share read ‘Light and sound’ by Anna Claybourne 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Revise Ibn Al-Haytham (965 – 1040) and Euclid.  

Learn about Alhazen.  

Understand that light reflects at the surface of an object.  

Learn about why and how sunglasses work, why people need to wear glasses, why we see things upside down.  

Carry out some fun experiments with light https://www.optics4kids.org/classroom-activities/10-15  identifying and 

controlling variables.  

Learn how to spot rogue data in test results and how to draw conclusions from data.  

Write a journalistic report. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know how rainbows are formed 

Share read ‘Light and sound’ by Anna Claybourne 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Revise Ibn Al-Haytham (965 – 1040), Euclid and Alhazen.  

Lear about James Clerk Maxwell.  

Revise that light reflects at the surface of an object.  

Learn about rainbows.  

Understand the idea of refraction.  

Test prisms to show how light can be bent but cannot move around an object.  

Create rainbows. Create a test which identifies and tests variables in making the most distinctive rainbow 

Learn how to spot rogue data in test results and how to draw conclusions from data.  

Write a journalistic report. 

 

https://www.optics4kids.org/classroom-activities/10-15


 

Year 6:   Summer  1 

Link 1:  know electrical symbols 

Share read ‘Electricity’ by Sally Walker 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Learn about James Joule.  

Learn some fun facts about electricity e.g. it can be generated by a balloon on your hair, it travels at 300,000 a 

second, it can be made from animal poo.  

Look at the impact of the Van der Graff machine.  

Revise what they already know about electricity.  

Learn the symbols for different parts of a circuit and learn what each symbol means.  

Create different circuits e.g. with buzzers, bulbs, more than one battery and then draw the completed circuit.  

Revise series and parallel circuits. 

Follow a drawn circuit and make it.  

Write an recount/personal narrative.  

 

Link 2:  know electrical symbols 

Share read ‘Electricity’ by Sally Walker 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Revise James Joule.  

Learn about Nicola Tesla.  

Revise circuit symbols, identify which circuits would and would not work and why.  

Solve problems e.g. a table lamp does not work. How can you test to see what is wrong? 

Create a test to identify which are the best insulators and conductors.  

Measure the amount of electricity running through a circuit. Identify and test variables.  

Learn how to spot rogue data in test results and how to draw conclusions from data.  

Write up the results.  

Write a recount/personal narrative. 



Link 3:  know how to solve problems in electrical circuits 

Share read ‘Electricity’ by Sally Walker 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Revise James Joule and Tesla.  

Learn about Michael Faraday. Revise circuits.  

Solve problems e.g. how to make a bulb brighter, how to save money by making it dimmer, how does a dimmer 

switch work, how do you make a buzzer louder?  

Understand the idea of voltage. Look around the room at signs of voltage.  

Write an recount/personal narrative. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know that electricity comes from many sources 

Share read ‘Electricity’ by Sally Walker 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Revise James Joule, Tesla and Faraday.  

Learn about Andre-Marie Ampere.  

Learn about sources of electricity. Look at clips and photos of hydroelectric dams, nuclear, solar power, wind power, 

sea power, tidal power etc. learn some facts about sources of electricity.  

Learn about energy needs in the future and the modern dilemma of how to ‘keep the lights on’ 

Write about how we get electricity from the different sources.  

Write a recount/personal narrative. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 6:   summer 2 

Link 1:    know the names of parts of the human body in relation to reproduction and puberty 

Share read a biography of Alfred Kinsey 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Revise what they know about the human body and functions of organs. 

Know the name, location and function of the major sex organs in males and females. 

Write down the function of the different sex organs. 

 

 Link 2:    know that some people are intersex or different genders 

Share read a biography of Alfred Kinsey 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Know how intersex people can differ from males and females. 

Learn about chromosomes and how gender is defined very early before birth. 

Learn about some genital differences in people e.g. people with two penises. 

Learn about gender and that it can be fluid and some people believe there are not two genders. 

 

 

 Link 3:    know the science behind how bodies change in puberty 

Share read a biography of Alfred Kinsey 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Know how and why people grow hair in different places such as under the arms in puberty 

Know the impact of puberty on the sex organs internally and externally 

 



 Link 4:    Know the science behind human reproduction  

Share read a biography of Alfred Kinsey 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

and natural selection/ 

Know the process behind human reproduction 

 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:          Know the process of human reproduction and 

development 

Share read a biography of Alfred Kinsey 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: decay/ germ/ solid / liquid/ gas/ parts of the body/ 

transparent/ opaque/ invertebrate/ arachnid/ sponge/ mollusc/ force/ pull and push/ starch, acid and 

carbohydrate/  stamen, sepal, root/ names of 5 common trees/ magnetism, poles/ conductor, insulator and 

cell/ Darwin/ orbit/ axis/ dissolve/ solution/ friction, gravity, air and water resistance/ bacteria/ fungi/ evolution 

Know how babies develop in the womb. 

Know how babies are born. 

Know what babies need in their first year to help them be healthy and grow 

Know how babies grow and basic child development 

 

 

  

 


